
Reflection
Reflect on the similarities between the 3 stages of the Polyvagal theory and Yoga’s three Gunas.



WORKSHEET – POLYVAGAL THEORY
with Martha Mills | TRMBW Module 2

Mapping my own nervous system - use this worksheet to map your

own nervous system. Consider emotions, colours, body sensations.

Triggers and Glimmers

Ventral Vagal - Social connection

Sympathetic - Fight or Flight



Dorsal Vagal - Immobilization



WORKSHEET – POLYVAGAL THEORY 
with Martha Mills | TRMBW Module 2 

What is the Poly Vagal Theory? 

Ventral Vagal  - Social Engagement 

Sympathetic - Fight or Flight 



Dorsal Vagal - Freeze/Fawn/Disappear 

How would you identify if someone is in Dorsal vagal? Explain ways you could move 
them back to Social engagement. 



How would you identify if someone is in fight mode? Explain ways you could move 
them back to Social engagement. 

How could we use the Poly vagal theory to help us understand clients/family 
members? 



Notes & Key Takeaways



WORKSHEET – Restorative Asana 
with Martha Mills | TRMBW Module 2 

Pick three Restorative Asana that you would like to teach a fellow classmate - How will 
you cue these forms? Which breathwork will you choose to accompany these forms? 
How will you move from one form to another? Which parts of the body did you choose to 
anchor/ elevate and why?  

Asana one - 

Asana two - 

Asana Three - 



Notes & Key Takeaways
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